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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESID .£NT OF THE R.A.S.C 
EDMONTON CENTRE ., 

The Edmonton Centre of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada was 
officially established in March, 1932, following submission to the national 
office in Toronto of a petition bearing the necessary 50 signatures. Of the 
original members, only 2 are known to be living still : Professor E.S. Keeping, 
who was the first to hold the office of vice-president of the Centre, remained 
active in the Centre until a few years ago when this became impossible due to 
i ll health ; and Clinton Constant who , although he has not l ived in Edmonton 
during the past quarter century , has remained a loyal member and 
enthusiastic supporter of the Centre's activities. All members had the 
opportun ity to meet Mr. and Mrs. Constant at our annual banquet on March 12, 
someth ing we had all been looking forward to for many years. 

During its first half century , one relat ively cont inuous featu re of the 
Edmonton Centre has been a close, though informal, association with the 
University of Alberta. Th is association has been of benefit to both . The first 
executive committee consisted of three staff members from the Departments 
of Mathematics and Physics -:- Drs. J. W. Campbell , E.S. Keeping and E. H. 
Gowan - and the first meeting of the Centre was held on campus in the old 
Arts Build ing. During subsequent years, several other faculty members have 
served as president of the Centre , includ ing Dr. Max Wyman who eventually 
became president of the University. 

The Universi ty's first observatory was bui lt in 1942 to house a 30-cm 
reflector which was constructed and donated by Cyril Wates who was a ve ry 
accomplished amateur astronomer and active member of the Centre during its 
first decade. In more recent years, a number of Edmonton Centre members 
have devoted much time and effort to assisting with the visitorl;' program at the 
new campus observatory. Indeed , without the help of Mark and Nadine 
Leenders, Darrell Cross, Karen Finstad, Stew Krysko, Bob King and John 
Woolley, that program might not have survived beyond its first few months. 

In accepting the presidency of the Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. 
during 1982, its 50th anniversary year, I would like to think that I am helping to 
maintain this valuable tradition . 

Another tradition wh ich goes back to the earliest years of the Centre is the 
active encouragement by Centre members of an interest in astronomy (and, 
more generally, in the legitimate sciences) among the general public. This 
activity has taken many forms includ ing the recent development of the 
shopping centre displays and , of course , our annual StarNights. The latter will 
take place this year on May 1 and 2. All members are strongly encouraged to 
lend a hand and, if possible, a telescope. Th is year it is especially important 
that StarNight be a success since it will occur soon after announcement of the 
fund raising program for the Edmonton Space Sciences Centre , and this 
program will benefit directly from any increase in the local interest In 

astronomy. 
-Dr, Doug Hub. 

Dept. of Physics, U. of A. 
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Binoculars 
Celestron 7 X so __________________________________________ ___ _____________________ __ __ $225.00 
Celestron 11 X 80 __ __ ______ _______ ______ __ ____ ________ _________________________________ 350.00 
Wetzlar 8 X 40 ____ __ ____ ___ __________ _____ _______________ __ ____ __ _____________________ ______ 44.95 
Wetzlar 7 X 50 _______________ ______ ___________________________ __ ____________________________ 49.95 

~f~~~ni~~~cPo~s S~~tt?n:fc~~~ ~_~~_~ __ ~~_'_~~_!oR~~ 
20 - 60 X 60mm Zoom Spotting Scope ____ ____ __________ _______ _____ 159.95 
50mm Altazimuth RetractoL ___________ _____ ___ _____ _____ ____ ____ _________ ___ __ 129.95 
60mm Altazimuth Retractor _________ ____ ______________ _______ ______ ____ ___ ___ __ 209.95 

Astro-Photography SpeciaL ____________ $1,900.00 
(One only. for the advanced amateur astronomer) 

Consists of: 
Meade 2080 20-cm Schmidt- Cassegrain telescope, wedge, 
tripod,8 X 50 finder, Meade dew cap, Camera T-adapter, 0"
axis Guiding Unit, Illuminated Reticle Eyepiece, Model 41 Vari
Guide Electronic Drive Corrector and Inverter. 

Regular price $2,108.75 
Special price $1900.00 

Star Charts 
Chart of the Heavens ___________________________________________ __ ________________ _ $ .90 
Edmund Sky Guide __ ___ _____________ _____ __ _________________________________ _______ __ __ _ 6.50 
Seasonal Star Charts _______ _____ __ _______________ ______ ____ _______________ ___ ____ _______ 7.95 
Norton's Star Atlas ________ __ ____________________________________________________________ 13.95 
Atlas of the Heavens: 

Desk Edltlon ____________________________________________________________________________ 7.50 
Field Edition ____________________________________________________________________________ 7.50 
Deluxe Colour Edition _________________ __ ___ _____ __ ___ ______ __ ____ _______ _____ 23.95 
Atlas Catalogue __________ ______________ __________________________________________ 19.95 

Observing References 
Burnham's Celestial Handbooks 

Volume I, II and III - each ________________________________ __________ ______ 11_95 
Webb Society Handbooks 

Volume I Double Stars ____________________________________________________ 11 .25 
Volume II Nebulae ______________________________________ ______ ______________ 11 .95 

Plus NEW! 
Handbook of Astrophotography for Amateur Astronomers, 
by Gordon Patterson of the Saskatoon Centre, RASC (69 
pages) ____ ___ _________________________________________________________________________________ $1 0.00 





THE 

Edmonton 
Space Sciences Centre 

For many years It was only an Idea, but one that refused to go 
the way of so many other long-held dreams. Su~ng the 

Inevitable battles In the political arena, the original sketchy 
Idea evolved Into a bold set of plans. Today, those plans are 

fast taking form In a comer of Coronation Park. 

The h •• rt 0' the Spec. Sclenc •• C.nt ... will be the 
plenelllrtum SlIIr Th •• t .... Th. dome will be 23-rnet,.. 
In dlllm.t.r, .Imllllr In .Iz. to the The.t... In the 
MCi.eughlin PI.n.lIIrtum In Toronto (ABOVE LEFT). 
Th. c.ntr.1 , .. tu ... 0' the SlIIr Th •• t ... will be the 
Z.I.. Jen. .lIIr proJ.ctor, .Imll.r In d •• lgn to 
proJ.ctora .uch •• the C.lg.ry C.nt.nnl.1 
PIIIn.t.rtum'. mechln. (shown AT LEFT). 
All photos with this article bv Alan Over 

T he Edmonton Space Sciences Centre is at 
last being bu ilt. When the doors open in 
mid-1984, visitors will have the joy of 

discovering one of the finest educational 
centres in the world . 

It will consist of several attractions that 
promise to make the Space Sciences Centre a 
favorite entertainment complex for city 
residents , and a prime destinat ion for visiting 
tourists. 

The facility w ill house a 23-metre diameter 
planetarium theatre, a 236-seat IMAX film 
theatre and auditorium, an extensive exhibit 
gallery, a major science shop, a rest~urant , and 
a behind-the-scenes production facilities that 
will be the best in the world. 

Let's take a sneak preview tour through the 
Space Science Centre. Imagine it's opening 
day, 26 months from now .... . 

I 



Entrance Foyer 
and 

Exhibit Gallery 

Upon entering the front doors, you find 
yourself in a spacious foyer and exh ibit hall. 
Throughout this open area are displays of 
actual spacecraft and satellites from the U.S., 
Canad ian , and Soviet space programs. In some 
cases, accurate replicas take the place of the 
real thing . Video monitors show l ive 
photographs and programs being beamed to 
e arth from orbiting weather and 
commun ications satellites. In a quieter section 
of the entrance foyer you might find a 
temporary exhibit on some sc ientific topic of 
current interest, such as a space mission , or 
Halley's Comet. 

Surrounding the foyer are entrances to 
most of the other main features of the Centre. 
An information and ticket booth centrally 
located in the entrance foyer will help direct you 
to any specific attraction. 

The exhibit gallery will contain many types of 
exhibits, such as holograms (AT LEFT BELOW) and 
Interactive computer terminals (AT FAR RIGHT 
BELOW). Some exhibits will feature working models 
to demonstrate scientific Ideas (CENTRE BELOW). 
The were taken at the Ontario Science Centre • 

• 

To the far left as you enter the main 
entrance is a walkway ramp that arcs around 
the rear wall of the entrance foye r. This 
ascending ramp leads to the second floor and 
the main exhib it gallery. The gallery houses 
some 10,000 square feet (900 m2) of exhibits 
that lead the vis itor from the inside of an atom to 
the depths of intergalact ic space. 

The whole exhibit gallery is itself a large 
gently sloping ramp that winds around the 
build ing leading up to the Star Theat re. 

The gallery is designed to be an attraction 
unto itself, and not just an array of pictures to 
look at while wait ing to go into a theatre. Some 
of the exhibits focus on realist ic models, 
dioramas or re-created scenes that give the 
visitor the i llusion o f being in space. Other 
exhibits center on working scientific 
instruments to impart to the visitor not only an 
understand ing of what we know, but how we 
discovered that knowledge. 

Many exh ibits requ ire you to " interact" with 
the display by activat ing or contro lli ng some 
mechanism, answering skill- test ing questions, 
or posing your own ques ti o n s to a 
computerized video term inal. 

The exh ibit gallery is a fun place for the 
curious; it is entertaining , and perhaps just a 
little awe- inspiring . The f inale of the gallery is 
the entrance to the Centre 's main attract ion, the 
Star Theatre. 
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ABOVE, Is the 
floor plan for the 
middle level which 
contains the main 
entrance to the 
IMAX theatre, 
science shop, and 
restaurant. 

EXHIBIT 
GALLERY 
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Planetarium 
Star Theatre 

You enter the Star Theatre by walking up a 
ramp into the center of the theatre. Before you 
is a circular stage some 5 metres in diameter. 
Around you are concentric rows of large 
comfortable seats on a floor that slopes up 
toward the rear wall of the theatre. Above you is 
a hemispherical screen 14 metres high and 23 
metres in diameter, lit with washes of coloured 
light from the base of the dome. 

If you have been to other planetariums 
around the world, or if you have been a regular 
visitor to the old Queen Elizabeth Planetarium, 
you might quickly realize that something very 
important is missing - the star projector. It is 
lowered out of sight at present and will rise into 
position in the center of the theatre when 
needed later in the show. Superficially, the 
projector looks similar to star projectors found 
in planetariums in other Canadian cit ies. But 
Edmonton's Zeiss Jena instrument is a brand 
new star projector with many improvements 
over those other Zeiss projectors bu ilt nearly 20 
years ago. 

As important as it is, the star projector is 
only one out of hundreds of other slide and 
special effects projectors located around the 
perimeter of the dome or in the central stage. 
Their images can all be choreographed into a 
complete show using the planetarium 's 
computer control system. The key feature of the 
planetarium theatre is its versatility . 

You might see a traditional night sky 
program where the Zeiss star projector 
recreates the stars, planets and constellations 
with impressive clarity and realism . The 
mainstay of the planetarium's schedule will be 
full scale audio-visual shows that deal with a 
wide range of astronomical and scientific 
topics. The programs will use state-of-the-art 
techniques in multi-image production , a 
medium based around skillful use of 35 mm 
slides. 

Throughout the year there will be special 
shows for children and a roster of educational 

• 

programs and services for school groups of all 
ages. 

Beside science productions, the Star 
Theatre can also be used for many other kinds 
of shows. Favorite programs will be laser light 
and music concerts , where abstract patterns of 
brilliant laser beams dance across the dome in 
conjunction with stars and other fantastic 
imagery. 

The theatre can also be used for live 
performances , such as small stage 
productions, live music concerts and recitals, 
magic shows, and many other imaginative 
programs that blend live actors and musicians 
with the theatre's audio-visual capabilities. 

During a typical year's schedule, there will 
be enough variety of program offerings in the 
Star Theatre to warrant many return visits. 
There will always be something new to 
discover. 

Surrounding the theetre will be e elreuler projection 
gellery cepeble ot hou.lng .everel hundred movie, 
.lIde, end .peelel effect. proJeetora. The proJection 
gellery will be .Imller to thl. one et the Stre.enburgh 
Pleneterlum In Roche.ter, N.Y. 
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At the upper level Is the concluding portion of the 
exhibit gallery, and the Star Theatre. Entrance to the 
Star Theatre Is normally through the exhibit gallery, 
but quick access Is available via the stair tower at top 
right In the plan. The entrance ramp to the theatre 
slopes up toward the centre stage of the theatre, and 
the circular seating area slopes up away from the 
centre. Exit from the theatre Is via the other 2 stair 
towers at the left, or back through the exhibit gallery . 

• 



IMAX Theatre 
and 

Auditorium 

Just to your left after you enter the main 
doors you will find the entrance to a movie 
theatre unlike any other in Edmonton or 
western Canada . 236 people can be 
accommodated in a seating area that is sloped 
sharply downwards toward the front of the 
theatre. As you enter from the back and stare 
down into the theatre, the first thing you see is 
the screen . It is enormous, fully 60 feet wide (18 
metres) by 40 feet high (12 metres) . Screens in 
conventional cinemas are small by comparison , 
but this theatre doesn't show conventional 
films . It is designed for IMAX, a Canadian 
developed film format that uses large 70 mm 
film . The projected image is huge, bright , 
super-sharp and gives the viewer the illusion of 
" being there" as no other film format can . 

IMAX films currently available take the 
audience on a thrilling flight through the Grand 
Canyon, to an erupting volcano, into the ocean 
depths for glimpses of cavoritng whales , or to 
the launch of the space shuttle. The visions of 
the world and its wonders that IMAX films 
provide are truly extraordinary. 

Matching the stunning visual images is a 6-
channel soundtrack that recreates sounds and 
music more realistically than any other 
commercial film format (better than even the 
new 70 mm Dolby films .) 

Each IMAX film is about 20 to 30 minutes 
long, and the films will play many times 
throughout the day. So if you miss one 
showing , don't worry; there will be another 
show in an hour or so. 

Besides IMAX films , the theatre can also be 
used for multi-screen slide shows, for special 
lectures and meetings, public seminars and 
discussion forums, and other events revolving 
arourid live speakers or audio-visual displays. 

RASC members will be interested to learn 
that it is in this spectacular setting that their 
monthly general meetings will be held . 
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IMAX 

Illustration reprinted from National Air and Space Museum 
brochure. 



The IMAX theetre et the Spece Sciences Centre will 
be slmller to this one et the Nellonel Air end Spece 
Museum In Weshlngton, D.C., though It will not be es 
lerge. ABOVE, Is e view looking towerd the glent 
IMAX scrMn which domlnetes your vision no me"er 
where you sit In the theetre. BELOW Is e view looking 
beck up the steep slope of the theetre towerd the 
projection room. 

Other Features 
of the 
Centre 

CLASSROOM 
At the start of the main exhibit gallery, you 

will also find a gO-seat classroom. It will be a 
busy place as well, with science and astronomy 
courses, special lectures and seminars, and 
other educational meetings taking place on a 
regular basis. 

When not in use for those types of 
scheduled events, it will find use as a 
demonstration area for scientific experiments 
and equipment as an additional attraction near 
the exhibit gallery. You might see a live 
demonstration of how lasers work, of optics and 
spectroscopy, a demonstration of electricity 
and magnetism, of super-cold liquids - all 
sorts of fascinating experiments performed 
before your very eyes. 

The classroom may also be used for · 
showing science films or videotapes to small 
audiences. 

RESTAURANT 
Exploring the universe can give one qUite 

an appetitel The Space Sciences Centre also 
contains a quality restaurant and lounge that 
serves visitors to the Centre and other members 
of the public. Entrance to the lounge and 
restaurant is on the main foyer level. The 
restaurant also has its own independent 
entrance from the outside so it can operate after 
the Space Sciences Centre has closed for the 
evening. 

SCIENCE SHOP 
To the right of the main entrance doors 

inside the front foyer you will find a sizable retail 
store for all kinds of merchandise for the 
science hobbyist and layman alike. It features 
well-stocked shelves of science and astronomy 
books, including a special section for children's 
books. In addition, the Science Shop has loads 

11 



of novelty items, experiment kits , models, 
games, scientific toys and other souvenir items. 
The most impressive items on sale in the 
Science Shop are the telescopes. Continuing 
the services first provided by the Queen 
Elizabeth Planetarium, the new Space Sciences 
Centre will also stock all types of telescopes 
and accessories for the amateur astronomer 

PRODUCTION FACILITIES 
Seldom seen by the general public but of 

prime importance to the people who work at the 
Space Sciences Centre are the well-equipped 
areas for production and administration . These 
areas are reached via another ramp that 
descends to the lower level of the Centre 
immediately below the entrance foyer. 

Besides several offices for administrative 
and public relations personnel , and for several 
program producers, there are also extensive 
areas for the creation of all the necessary 
hardware, slides, audio tapes, and print 
materials that are the heart of any theatre show, 
exhibit, or educational service. 

The lower level production facilities 
include shops for carpentry, optics, electronics, 
and metal-working , an art and graphics studio, 
2 darkrooms, special camera for graphics and 
photocopying, and a complete 8-track audio 
recording studio. In the middle of these areas is 
a general production room where all the visuals 
for a show can be sorted out, projectors tested, 
and the theatre computer programmed for the 
automated presentation of Star Theatre 
programs. In addition, there will be extensive 

11 

The Science Shop will IIke'y 
resemble this well-stocked .tore .t 
the Ontario Science Centre. 58' •• 
of everything from 59~ souvenirs to 
$5000 telescopes will account for. 
major portion of the revenue In the 
Space Sciences Centre. 

libraries of books and periodicals, as well as 
slides for the staff to use in researching and 
assembling shows. 

The majority of programs for the Star 
Theatre will be produced entirely by the staff of 
the Space Sciences Centre. The extensive 
behind-the-scenes facilities should help to 
ensure that the high quality of shows 
established at the small Queen Elizabeth 
Planetarium continues (but on a much larger 
scale!) at the Space Sciences Centre. 

OBSERVATORY 
After leaving the Space Sciences Centre, 

don't rush back to your car. If it is clear, why not 
wander south-east of the main building . There 
you 'll come across a small building, with a roof 
that slides off to reveal several fairly large 
telescopes. On most clear nights these will be in 
operation , showing visitors telescopic views of 
the moon, planets, and some of the brighter 
stars and deep-sky objects. The Observatory 
will be open regularly during daylight hours as 
well , showing people remarkable views of the 
sun and its violent flares and prominences. 

We hope you enjoyed your brief tour of the 
Space Sciences Centre. With a little luck, and a 
lot of work, our imaginary tour will become 
reality by mid-summer, 1984. We hope to see 
you there on opening day. -Alan Dy.r 
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The lower level of the Space Sciences Is reached via the ramp that 
descends from the entrance foyer past the reception and administration 
offices, past the producer's offices, to the level of the central 
production areas. The central area contains a receiving bay, 3 technical 
shops, and a main production room (for sorting slides, slide storage, 
projector teltlng, and computer programming of shows). Also In this 
area are the "software" production area: graphics and photoflnlshlng, a 
model studio, a color darkroom, a black and white darkroom, a procell 
camera, copystands, as well as a fully-equlpped 8-track audio studio 
and control room. 
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• Tele§cvpe§ galv..-e tv view the Sun. Mvvn. Ma..-§. 
Juplte..-. Satu..-n. and vthe..- cele§tlal wvnde..-§ (If 
§Ide§ a..-e clea..-%) 

• I)I§plal'§ and f'ilm§ 
• ~Ight Skl' mlnl-§hvw§ In the Sta..- Theat..-e 
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(;lueen I:llzabeth Jllaneta.-Ium 
Cvn)Oatlvn Jla.-k l.:JS §keet and 114 -'venue. 
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Please Nole: Your assistance at StarNight 
will be greatly appreciated. We need lots 
of telescopes for public observing , and 
RASC members to man those telescopes. 
If you have a telescope you can bring on 
either or both of the nights, please contact 
Craig Makarowski at 424-2876 prior to 
StarNight to let him know what equipment 
you have. Craig is co-ordinating RASC 
praticipation in StarNight. 

Even if you do not have a telescope, 
your assistance in manning the RASC Info 
Desk, or answering general inquiries 
would help out greatly . A sign-up sheet 
will be on hand at the April 19 General 
Meeting . 



A n icy mounta in of dust and rock 
comparable in diameter to Edmonton 
now hangs in the void beyond the orbit of 

Saturn . As it ro tates slowly with the d im light of 
the distant Sun playing over its cold surface, it 
silently falls , each second bringing it nearly ten 
kil ometres c loser to the inner solar system. At 
magnitude 24 and brightening, it will soon be 
detectable with the largest telescopes. Four 
years from now its fall w ill cul minate in a high 
speed pass well wi thin the orbit of Venus. By 
then the Sun's radiation will have boiled off an 
immense luminous tail , and for the fourth time 
men on Earth will look skyward , antic ipating a 
glimpse of that fabled apparition which they ca ll 
Halley's Comet. 

The return of Halley's Comet in 1986 is 
already being called the astronomical event of 
the decade. Even the popular press, having 
ignored comets after the refusal of Comet 
Kohoutek to abide by their headlines, will once 
again give a comet front-page coverage. The 
irony in all of this is that, particularly for people 
in mid-northern latitudes, during its 1986 
apparition Halley's Comet will be no better than 
Kohoutek was eight year ago. i.e. Most people 
will not see it. As seen from southern Canada, at 
its best Halley's Comet will be a 4th mag ni tude 
object within 10 to 20 degrees of the horizon 
during January and April of 1986. Only away 
from the light pollution of towns and cit ies will 
Halley be a naked-eye object, and then only 
dimly. The reason for this poor performance is 
no fault of the comet; it is merely that Earth will 
be in the wrong part of its orbit to give us a ring
side view. When Halley passes peri helion it will 
be more than 1.5 AU • from us, on the far side of 
the Sun. Moreover, well after perihelion , as we 
close to withi n 0.5 AU of the fading comet , 
Halley will be head ing southward beyond the 
descending node of its orbit. In contrast, at its 
last appearance in 1910, the comet passed 
with in 0.15 AU from Earth and was well -placed 

• A. U. stands for "astronomical unit " and is a 
un it of distance. One A. U. equals the dis tance 
between earth and the sun, and is about 150 
mil/ion kilometres. 

1. 

HaDey's 

Halley'. Comet wa.la.t .. en In 1910, when the photo 
ABOVE wa. then taken of It. ga .. ou. head. In 1988, 
' pacacra" from Europe, tha Sovlat Union, and Japan 
will all In.pect Haney'. Comet from clo.e range. 
However, NASA'. plan. to .end an AmerIcan probe 
(shown AT RIGHT) have been cancelled due to lack 
of fund •. 
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Comet 
by 

Roy Bishop 
HALIFAX CENTRE 

for observers in the northern hemisphere. 
Why is Halley's Comet so special? Brian 

Marsden of the Smithson ian Astrophysical 
Observatory has said: "To the man in the street, 
the Solar System cons ists of Mars, the Rings of 
Satu rn , and Halley's Comet. " Comet Bennett of 
1970 (see the cover of the 1982 R.A.S.C. 
Observer's Handbook) and Comet West of 1976 
were far more spectacular than Halley will be in 
1986 , but the news media scarcely 
acknowledged them and thus few people saw 
these comets. 

The fame of Halley's Comet is due to 
several factors . It is the only short-period , 
bright comet, and thus the only significant one 
(in the popular sense) that can be anticipated. 
Its returns at intervals of about 76 years tick off 
the progress of eternity in units of human 
lifetimes. Many people on Earth have a chance 
to view this comet once; very few are fortunate 
enough to witness two returns. This is the 
comet that has appeared like a celestial 
exclamation mark to accompany events in 
recorded history for more than two millennia. It 
was observed by Kepler (in 1607) and by 
Newton and Halley (in 1682) . This is the comet · 
that Halley recognized first as a returning 
visitor, its path through the dark described by 
Newton's mechanics. 

Like the gradual growth of a comet's tail , 
the first trace of a stream of publicity about the 
1986 return has already begun. Scientific 
American magazine has issued an authoritative 
and informative volume of reprints entitled 
Comets (Freeman and Co. 1981) . The science 
popularizer Nigel Calder has produced an 
entertaining book with the title The Comet is 
Coming (Viking 1981) . The December 1981 
issue of the newstand periodical Discover has a 
stylized comet on its cover and an article on the 
return of Halley's Comet. The best bargain of all 
is a detailed ephemeris called The Comet 
Halley Handbook, available free from the Public 
Information Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103. 

Reprinted from Nova Notes, the newsletter of the 
Halifax Centre, RASC. 
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THE Jupiter Effect 

1. 

by 

Alan Dyer 
QUEEN ELIZABETH 

PlANETARIUM 

"Rare planetary alignment 
will create 

havoc on earth!" 

It sounds like a prediction an astrologer 
might make, splashed in bold headlines across 
the front page of the "National Midnight Star." 

Sensationalist? Yes . Exaggerated? Of 
course. The wild claims that an unusual 
configuration of planets this year will cause 
disasters here on earth have rece ived a great 
deal of publicity, much of it without any con tent 
of scientific truth . 

Just what is goi ng to happen this year? 
What is all the fuss really about? 

In 1974, two science writers , John Gribbin 
and Stephan Plagemann, published a book 
called "The Jupiter Effect. " In it they 
expounded a " theory" of sorts, a theory that 
cla imed an al ignment of planets in 1982 would 
trigger volcanic activity, and an unusual 
number of earthquakes, including the long
awaited California earthquake. 

Of course, people have been attempting to 
predict the big California quake for years. So 
when two authors published a prediction that at 
first glance actually sounded scientific, a lot of 
people took notice. "The Jupiter Effect" book 
sold hundreds of thousands of copies, spawned 
a handful of other similar books, and has 
sparked an interest in the 1982 alignment of 
planets that has continued unabated since the 
book 's appearance. At the Planetarium, we 
receive several inqu iries a day about the 
"Jupiter effect. " People are interested. Some 
are even worried . 

Afte r all, here it is --- 1982! 



This is what the "Jupiter Effect" theory 
actually says: 

An alignment of planets on one side of the 
sun will cause unusual t idal stress on the sun 's 
surface. In other wo rds, the ir combined 
gravitational pull w ill cause "high t ides" on the 
sun 's gaseous surface, in much the same way 
that the moon's gravity causes t ides in ou r 
oceans. 

These "solar t ides" w ill trigger an increase 
in solar activity, such as more sunspots and 
flares. 

The increase in activi ty will produce more 
eruptions of solar material in to space. 

Part of th is material, in the form of an 
intense solar wind , w ill eventually bombard the 
earth. This in itself is not unusual - when ou r 
atmosphere is hit w ith a . shower of solar 
particles, the result is often a brilliant display of 
northern lights. 

But the Jupiter Effect theory goes further. It 
claims that the intense shower of part icles will 

slow the earth 's rotation speed . The effect 
would be very sl ight, but enough to create 
stress in the earth 's crust. 

This in turn would set off ... .. .. . 
EARTHQUAKES! 

I t's a long and complicated chain of cause 
and effect. The question is ..... is it correct? 

The answer to that question is a simple NO. 
And here's why: 

First of all , at no time in 1982 (or in any 
other year for that matter) w ill all the planets be 
in a stra ight line on one side of the sun . At best, 
the 9 planets will be scattered over an arc 95° in 
w idth on one side of the sun . 95° is over one
quarter of a full circle. That configuration 
occured on March 10 and won 't be repeated for 
another 179 years. Before and after March, the 9 
planets will be scattered even further apart. 

In November, 6 planets: Venus, Jupiter, 
Saturn , Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, will be 
about 60° apart - one-sixth of a circle. But 

While "The Jupiter Effect" book never made any 
definite p,.dletlon. about when all the earthquake. 
would occur. the popular pre .. a .. umed It would be 
March 10. 1982 •• Inee on that day all 9 planetl were at 
their tlghte.t grouping on one .Ide of the .un. But a. 
you Ctln .... even thl. gathering I. a far cry from all 
the planet. being In a .tralght line. -....=-
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that's the best we can do. 
From our vantage point on earth , the most 

vi sible effect of this year's planetary maneuvers 
will be the grouping of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn 
in the same small area of the springtime sky. In 
fact, they will be the main celest ial attraction at 
this year's StarNight. 

Despite the fact that the planets won 't really 
be lined up, will their combined gravity sti ll 
affect the sun? Calculations show that the 
height of the tides on the sun caused by the 
planets is no more than 1 or 2 mm. (As a matter 
of interest, the maximum height of the tides on 
the earth caused by the planets is no more than 
0.04mm.) 

With these kind of figures, it seems unlikely 
that the tidal influence of the planets could 
affect the sun in any way. Even if it did, then we 
should see a major peak in solar activity every 
time the planets are in alignment. A search of 
the astronomical reco rds shows absolutely no 
correlation between the number of sunspots 
and planetary posit ions. 

One thi ng to keep in mind is that the bigger 
the planet is and the closer it is to the sun , the 
more gravitational pull it will have on the sun . 
Planets far from the sun have l ittle effect. As it 
turns out, a full 98% of all the gravitat ional fo rce 
on the sun comes from only 4 planets : Mercury, 
Venus, Earth , and Jupiter. These planets are in 
ali gnment very frequently , in fact every 9 years. 

Therefore , according to the theory 's 
assumptions, solar activ ity should peak every 9 
years. Instead, the solar cyc le is an average of 
11 years long. 

Also, if we take the theory's predictions 
seriously, then earthquake activity should peak 
not only th is year, but every year that the 
planets are in alignment, especially those 4 
important planets , Mercury, Venus, Earth and 
Jupiter . . Sc ientists have analyzed historical 
records of earthquakes for the last few 
thousand years, and have found no correlation 
between the number or intensity of earthquakes 
and planetary alignments. It is a proven fact that 
earthquakes are just as likely to occur when 
planets are scattered evenly around the sun as 
when they are in alignment. 

There is some meagre evidence for the 
hypothesis that intense solar flares can affect 
the earth 's rotation, though no one has been 
able to prove this connection . However, there is 
no apparent connection between solar flares 
and earthquakes. For example, after the 
massive flares of August , 1972, there were no 
more earthquakes than usual. The highest 
sunspot years so far this century, in 1947 and 
1958, did not result in an abnormal number of 
quakes. 

Sill not convinced? 
Then cheek the June, 1980 issue of Omni 

magazine for the final word . In it , one of the 
original authors of "The Jupiter Effect", John 
Gribbin , wrote, " I have bad news for the 
doomsayers; The book has now been proved 
wrong ; the whole basis of the 1982 prediction is 
gone." 

The reason for Gribbin 's retraction was 
simple. Solar activity peaked in 1980, contrary 
to Gribbin's prediction of a 1982 peak , provi ng 
once again that the planets' positions have 
noth ing to do w ith what happens on the sun . 

Gribbin went on to say, "I want to make it 
clear that there is no reason to now expect any 
unusual se ismi c d isturbance in 1982 from the 
causes given in the book .. ... If anyone tr ies to 
warn you about the Apocalypse comin g in 1982, 
just te ll him that the old theory has long since 
been disp roved ." 

Will the great Cal iforn ia quake ocur? 
Almost certa inly . This year, perhaps. Maybe 
next year. Or maybe 10 or 20 years from now. 
No one knows. But when it does happen, don't 
blame the planets. 



,alc newl 
--

This year's annual banquet celebrated the 
Edmonton Centre's 50th year in the RASC. It 
was held on the evening of March 12th in the 
Westin (formerly Edmonton Plaza) Hotel. The 
45 members and guests were treated to a 
delightful talk delivered by Clinton Constant, 
one of the original members of the Edmonton 
Centre of 1932. 

The last two General Meetings featured 
excellent talks delivered as part of this year's 
program of exchange speakers . In February, 
Greg Bailey, president of the Winnipeg Centre, 
spoke on "The Mysteries of Stonehenge". In 
March, John Greer of the Saskatoon Centre 
presented an informative lecture on amateur 
projects to launch telescopes and satellites into 
orbit via the Shuttle and Ariane. 

Upcoming meetings feature speakers from 

the Calgary and Vancouver Centres. Members 
of the public are welcome. 

Don't forget this year's RASC General 
Assembly in Saskatoon May 21 - 23. It should be 
an excellent weekend of talks , banquets, 
observing competitions and displays, and most 
importantly many opportunities to talk to fellow 
astronomers from across Canada. For more 
information or for registration forms, please 
write to the Saskatoon Centre, c/o Sub P.O. No. 
6, Box 317, Saskatoon , Saskatchewan, S7N 
OWO. 

Observing sessions for RASC members are 
scheduled for Saturday, April 24 and Saturday, 
May 22 (for those not attending the G.A.). Both 
take place at the Centre's Dark Site at Buck 
Mountain . Phone Observing Co-ordinator 
Darrell Cross at 469-2931 for more information. 

NOTICE of GENERAL MEETINGS 

MONDAY, APRIL 19 
Jim Hlmer, 
President, Calgary Centre, RASC 

At press time the topk of pm's tAlk w.as not 
.aWllI.abIe, but JIm Is.an .avid .astro-photosr.apher 
.and hu produced spect.\cul.ar sky photos with 
his Celestron 14 .and lO-<m Schmldtumer.a. pm 
will brlns us up to dAte on his Centre's pJ.ans to 
bulld.a S47,OOO pubUc .and Centre obsenr.atol')'. 

Both meetings at: 

MONDAY, MAY 10 
Ken Hewitt-White 
VancouverCentre,RASC 
"Thru B.C. by Pub and Telescope" 

For the put 5 reus, Ken hu been the prlm.tl')' 
lecturer for the MoacMlIJ.an 'l.anet.arlum's 
Community Astronomy prosr.am. His 
reminiscences of m.tny observinS sessions, his 
phUosophy of pubk eduudon, tosether with 
photots of the scopes th.at worked .aU O¥er I.e. 
should provide .an Interesdns .and humorous 
meedns. Ken will .... so desutbe his pl.ans for this 
summer whkh Indude hosdns .a I.e. tour of the 
Soan Fr.andsco Sldew.aJk Astronomers. 

8:00 PM; MUSIC ROOM, EDMONTON PUBLIC LIBRARY 
Guests and members of the public are welcome 
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at the planetatium 

March 10 has come and gone, and the 
world is still intact. But the Jupiter effect and the 
so-called "alignment" of planets created the 
biggest flurry of inquiries at the Planetarium 
since the solar eclipse of 1979. Staff members 
were kept very busy answering phone calls 
every few minutes and giving interviews to TV, 
radio , and newspaper reporters . Will the 
interest die down? We hope so. Even though we 
acquired a great deal of free public ity and 
add it ional attendance courtesy of the Jupiter 
effect , we soon began to tire of dealing w ith 
pan icky individuals convinced the world was 
going to end . But unfortunately the re
publication of "The Jupiter Effect" under the 
new t itle "The Jupiter Effect Recons idered " will 
only continue to stir up the controversy and 
provide fuel for the pseudo-sc ient ific fires. 

Amid the planet pan ic , production and 
presentation of shows continued unabated. 
Our current feature Hidden Universe cont inues 
until June 13 and is dOing very we ll in 
attendance. Another program prov ing to be 
very popular is our children's show called Far 
Out! 

Production work is well underway for the 
next major show, A Traveller 'S Guide to the 
Solar System. It will be a post-Voyager look at 
the solar system, with emphas is on the exoti c 
moons of Jupiter and Saturn . The show will be a 
very light and entertaining exploration of the 
planets, rather than a detailed summary of 
Voyager results . It beg ins June 25 and runs 
throughout the summer and early fall . Also 
playing from mid-June t ill Labour Day will be a 
1982 version of our annual summer night sky 
show, th is year called The Ton ight Show: 
starring the Constellations o f Summer. 

For the record , we should revise some of 
the statistics we printed in the previous issue. 
Attendance at the Planetarium in 1981 was 
down 6.7% compared to 1980, but revenue from 
ticket sales and bookstore sales was up 7%. In 
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fact 1981 was the second best year on record for 
revenue at the Planetarium. The major event 
coming up at the Planetarium is of course 
Starnight '82. If we have clear skies both nights 
(May 1 and May 2) we can expect over 2,000 
people to attend , observing through the 
telescopes and taking in the free mini-shows in 
the theatre. We hope RASC members will once 
again assist by providing telescopes and 
manpower. 

Start ing at the end of May, we will also be 
organiz ing a series of small scale. observing 
sessions called "Starl ight Nights." The first 
series of public observing sessions is 
scheduled for Thursday, May 27 to Sunday, 
May 30. We will be asking for RASC assistance 
for these and other sessions that will scheduled 
each month until late October. 

On M.rch 1, the offlcl.1 ,od-turnlng for the Sp.c. 
Sclenc.. Centre took pl.c. In Coron.tlon P.rk. 
M.yor C.c Purv •• perlormed the honor •. 
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look back lime 
'50 8( 100 year! ago 

APRIL,1932 
"The Annual Report of Mount Wilson 

Observatory for the year 1930-31 refers to an 
ingenious method of obtaining the exact time 
and duration of totality in the very brief total 
eclipse of April 28, 1930. The Mount Wilson 
party was stationed at Honey Lake, California, 
which is lat. 400 8' 20"N ., lonp . 1200 15' 30" W., 
altitude 4000 teet. Moving pictures with sound 
records were taken by the Fox Movietone News. 
The observers gave audible time signals about 
the time of totality , which were recorded in 
conjunct ion with the film showing the progress 
of the eclipse. The time of mid-totality was thus 
recorded as 19h 5m 51.4s U. T., which was 1.7s 
earlier than the prediction ; the duration of 
totality was recorded as 1.2s, which was 0.2s 
less than the prediction . 

MAY, 1932: 
" L 'Astronomie for April contains a paper 

with the title of "Mars during the Last Two 
Oppositions", by M.E.M. Antoniadi, whose long
continued studies of this planet are well known . 
He notes that there were some nights of superb 
definition . That of September 20, 1909, was the 
best within his experience; his view of the planet 
with the great Meudon refractor on that night is 
described as a veritable revelation . The reg ion 
to the south of the Syrtis Major had the 
appearance of being c lothed with herbage; 
some regions , resembl ing forests, has a darker 
hue, the whole being studded with small wh ite 
dots. 

APRIL, 1882: 
"The necessity of a more rigorous and 

systematic exam ination of the heavens w ith the 

view to the early discovery of telescopic comets 
has been somewhat forcibly exemplified of late 
years, and it is satisfactory to learn that 
American observers are taking the initiative 
vigorously in this direction . A partial 
arrangement for regular sweeping has been 
made, and is detailed in a circular issued from 
the office of the Science Observer, in which also 
further cooperation is invited, and it is to be 
hoped that amateurs here with the necessary 
instruments, and time at command, will actively 
second the efforts that are being made in the 
United States. 

MAY, 1882: 
" It is now known that the nebula in Orion 

was discovered by Cysat in 1618, thirty-eight 
years before Huygens published an account of 
it. Cysat does not distinctly mention the number 
of stars, but clearly indicates their locality. 
Huygens, in the "Systema Saturnium ," 1659, 
describes his own discovery of the nebula, and 
refers to "three stars close together." He saw 
the fourth star, completing what is now known 
as the Trapezium of Orion on January 8, 1684. 
In Hooke's "Micrographis," published in 1665, 
is a note, which would imply that he was aware 
ot the existence of the fourth star, and of the 
fifth star, the discovery of which is usually 
attributed to W. Stive. The sixth star was 
detected by Sir John Herschel in 1830. Of other 
stars, suspected by several observers, Prof. 
Holden, during six years' observations of the 
nebula surrounding the Trapezium with the 26-
inch refractor at Washington , has not 
d iscovered any trace. 

- Edited from Nature 
-Complied by Anthony Whyte 
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During StarNight, a number of bright stars 
and prominent constellations of the Winter, 
Spring, and Summer sk ies can be seen . The 
stars Castor and Pollux should still be visible in 
the western sky not long after sunset. Farther to 
the north will be Capella, of the constellation 
Auriga. This star is usually thought of as 
belonging to the winter sky. However, it never 
actually sets below the horizon . Th is makes it a 
member of the circumpolar stars, so it will 
remain visible throughout the summer, low in 
the north. 

Looking somewhat east of Castor and 
Pollux, you should run across the constel lation 
of Leo the Lion, with the bright star Regulus. 
The most prom inent part of Leo resembles a 
backwards question mark, with Regulus 
forming the dot at the bottom. Continuing 
eastward from Leo, you arrive at two rather 
bright stars -- Arcturus, very high in the sky, 
and Spica which sits rather low in the south . 
Spica is located just south of another fairly 
bright object - the planet Saturn. Saturn is in the 
middle of two other planets, Mars to the west 
and the brighter Jupiter to the east. These 
planets lie about 15° to either side of Saturn . 
Mars appears slightly reddish , and Jupiter is the 

the Jolar JYJtem 
During May, all five naked-eye planets are 

visible at some point during the night. Of these, 
four will be well placed for viewing during 
StarNight on the evenings of May 1 and 2. 

MERCURY 
On these nights, observers may get a rare 

opportunity to see the planet Mercury. It is 
situated low in the southwest immediately after 
sunset. Though st ill only about 20° from the 

brightest of the three. 
Off in the east, are the stars of Summer. 

Three bright stars Vega, Deneb andAltalr torm 
a giant triangle known as the Summer Triangle. 
All three stars will not be above the horizon until 
a couple of hours after sunset. There maybe 
one more southern star visible during the night. 
If the sky is clear right down to the horizon , one 
should be able to see the bright red coloured 
Antares from the constellation of Scorplus. The 
name "Antares" means 'rival of Mars' as both 
objects are about the same brightness and both 
possess a slight reddish tinge. 

At the present time The Big Dipper is 
located very close to the Zenith, (the point 
directly overhead - marked with a + on the sky 
chart) . To locate Arcturus and Spica in the 
southern sky, you draw a curved line through 
the stars of the Big Dipper's handle. You will 
come across Arcturus first and then Spica 
much farther to the south. Of course, the two 
stars in the pouring edge of the Big Dipper's 
point toward the North Star. Polaris, as it is also 
called, lies directly above the earth 's north pole 
and sits 54° above the northern horizon as seen 
from Edmonton. Finally, low in the south are the 
five bright stars of Cassiopeia, the Queen. 

-Stew Krysko 

sun, with clear skies it sould be visible each 
night for about 30 minutes after the sun sets. By 
10:00 pm Mercury will be too low on the horizon 
to be observed either visually or through a 
telescope. 

VENUS 
Unfortunately, Venus is not well placed for 

telescopic observation during StarNight. 
Though it is visible, it does not rise above the 
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The crate ... , of the moon 
are a fayortte lairget for the telelCopel and CIImerel of 
amateur altronome .... 

eastern horizon until about 4:30 am. It will 
remain as the morning star for the next few 
months. 

JUPITER 
The three planets that are best situated for 

telescopic viewing are Mars, Jupiter and 
Saturn . The brightest of these is Jupiter. It is in 
the constellation of Virgo and resides in the 
southeast sky at sunset. 

At the beginning of the month, Jupiter is at 
its brightest, outshining the brightest star, 
Sirius by about 50%. Through a telescope 
Jupiter will be very impressive, as the disk of the 
planet will appear fairly large. This is because 
the planet itself is physically very large; and on 
May 1 Jupiter is just past opposition (its closest 
point to the earth) . This will enable observers to 
see a great amount of detail on Jupiter's disk. 
There should be several light and dark bands, 
visible oriented parrallel to Jupiter's equator. 
These are cloud belts that have been stretched 
out through its atmosphere due to the planet's 
very fast rotation speed. 

Four smaller dots should accompany the 
main body of Jup iter. These are its four largest 
moons, 10, Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. 
With some careful attention , an observer should 
be able to see the closest two (10 and Europa) 
change their positions with respect to Jupiter 
over the course of a few hours. The famous 
Great Red Spot on Jupiter has been very 

difficult to see for the last couple of years. With 
good, clear seeing conditions however, it may 
be within the grasp of some of the larger' 
aperture telescopes being used at StarNight. 

MARS 
Mars and Saturn will lie somewhat to the 

east of Jupiter around May 1. Mars will be the 
farthest east and the second brightest object of 
the three. It could be easy to distinguish from 
the other planets and the background stars due 
to its characteristic red color . This reddish tint 
is the natural colour of the Martian surface. 

Mars is often a disappointment to some 
observers. Even though it is one of the earth's 
closest neighbours in space, the planet's small 
size makes observing surface detail quite 
difficult. Earth and Mars are closest together on 
April 5, but even then, Mars will appear to be a 
mere 15 seconds of arc in diameter. All you can 
expect to see, in even a large telescope, would 
be a small reddish coloured disk, with a 
noticeable bright spot on one limb. This bright 
area would be the North polar ice cap of Mars. 
Some dark surface markings may be visible as 
well. 

SATURN 
Saturn is the faintest of the three planets 

and lies in between the other two. Visually it 
may be difficult to pick out, as it's not 
outstandingly bright like Jupiter and it doesn't 
move very noticeably amongst the background 
stars from night to night like Mars or Venus. It is 
however, the showpiece of the night sky when 
viewed through a telescope. It s magnificent 
rings are visible in even a small telescope while 
through a larger scope, a wealth of detail can be 
observed . Saturn has three major ring sections, 
the outer A-Ring , the very bright 8-Ring, and 
the illusive C-Ring or Crepe Ring . A major ring 
feature that could be visible is a dark gap which 
separates that A Ring from the 8 Ring . This 
narrow little band is called Cassini 's Div ision . A 
careful observer should also be able to see that 
the Rings cast a shadow on the disk of the 
planet , and conversely the shadow of Saturn 
itself will also render a portion of the rings 
invisible as well. The fact that Saturn is near 
opposition , however could make these 
shadows very thin indeed. 

-Stew Krylko 



report! 

With the cold temperatures that have 
perisited throughout most of the winter, very 
few people in the Edmonton Centre have 
ventured out into the night to do some 
observing. But here is one report we received, 
from our avid meteor observer Mark Za/cik. 

Here is my meteor observing report for the 
past three months. I don't know how much 
observing has been done by anyone else, but 
last fall I decided to make every effort not to let 
the cold weather of winter deter me from doing 
any meteor observ ing. So from December 
through February I made severa l attempts, and 
found out that cold condit ions were not as 
detrimental as were some other factors that 
nu lli fied observ ing attempts: 

December - (Month of Cloud) 
4th and 5th - clouded out 
14th - I read the moonrise chart wrong and got 
"mooned out" 
20th - 22nd - looked fo rward to seeing the 
Ursids, but got c louded out al l 3 nights 

January - (Month of Cold) 
16th - My car wouldn't start when I wanted to 
warm up before observing . This was at the 
Warspite campsite, in very cold temperatures, 
so I took no chances and flagged down a 
vehicle on the highway to give me a boost. I got 
the heck out of there, drove home and jumped 
into bed . Oh yes, it was clear this time. 

February - (Month of Limited Success) 
16th - 19th - Miquelon Lake Provincial Park 
21 st - Warspite 

I finally managed three sessions this 
month, at the above places. Total observing 
time was 6.25 hours. All three outings were 
botched up by either light pollution (Miquelon 
Lake), haze, or cloud . Still conditions weren't 
that bad until my arch enemy Au rora Borealis 
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came along and spelled quitting time for all 
three sessions. I must say, the displays of 
northern lights that have been ruining my life 
have been quite spectacular lately, especially 
after midn ight. Anyway, in the three sessions, a 
total of 34 meteors were seen . Of these, 29 were 
sporadic, giv ing an average rate of less than 
5/hr, which is horrible, but nonetheless typical 
of the weaker sporadic rates that can be 
expected this time of year. Most of the meteors 
were quite fa int; only two were brighter than 0 
mag. All five shower meteors belonged to the 0 
Leonid stream (16th - 2, 19th - 2, 21 st - 1) . Only 
th is shower and the Virginids are around in 
February; and both are not very spectacular. 
Can 't wait for the Lyrids in April! 

Clear Sk ies, 
- Mark Zalclk 

Brllilent dllpleYI of northern IIghtl or Aurore Boreelll 
heve been e frequent occurrence In the lelt few 
monthl. In thll photo we Ie. en eurorel curteln 
luperlmpol.d on the femlller Big Dipper. 



Total 
Eclipse 
of the 
Moon 

• 
Sunlight 

• 

Moon 

For four hours beginning at 11:00 pm, Monday July 5, telescopes will be 
set up at the Planetarium to view the total eclipse of the moon. 

Moon enters Earth's shadow 
Total eclipse begins 
Total eclipse ends 
Moon leaves Earth's shadow 

11:32 pm, July 5 
12:37 am, July 6 
2:24 am, July 6 
3:29 am, July 6 

Next Lunar Eclipse: December 30, 1982 at 4:00 am 
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monthly observers group meetings 

regular group observing sessions 

use of the Ellerslie Observatory 

use of Buck Mountain Dark Site 

the annual RASe Observer's Handbook 

STARDUST 

the RASe Journal and Newsletter 

free admission to all Planetarium shows 

PRESIDENT Dr.Doug Hube (433-6749) 

RASC, EDMONTON CENTRE MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 

Please accept my applicat ion for membersh ip in the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, EDMONTON 
CENTRE for 1982. Enclosed is a cheque or money order for the appropriate fee : $24.00 for Adults; $15.00 for 
Youths 17 and under. I understand that upon receipt of my application and fee rem ittance. a membership card 
and a copy of the 1982 Observer's Handbook will be mailed to my address (or can be picked up at the next 
monthly general meeting) . and that I wi ll be placed on the mailing lists for RASC publications. 

Name 0 New Member 

Address 0 Renewal 

Postal Code __________ Phone ____________ _ 

MAIL TO: Edmonton Centre, RASC, c/o Queen Elizabeth Planetarium, CN Tower, 10th Floor, 10004-104 
Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, T5K OK1. Please make all cheques payable to: Edmonton Centre, RASC . 
.......... .. ................... . ............. . .............. ..... . .. . ..... . . . . ..... .. .... . . .. . Thanksl 
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Q.E.P. Astronomy Courses Start 
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Music Room, lIbrolY 18 • 20 2 1 22 23 •....... - RASe Observing Session 

OBSERVER'S CORNER 
Rm, 445, Physics Bldg" U. of A. 
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JUNE 
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GE ERAL MEETI G 15 16 17 18 19 

Music Room, lIbrolY 20 21 22 23 24 • 26 
OBSERVER'S COR ER 

Rm. 445, Physics Bldg., U. of A. 27 • 29 30 

(TO:- HOWARD GIBBONS 
No.901 - 9915 115 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5R 1B9 

RASC General Assembly 

Startlght Nights at QEP 


